
Red Yarn - Half Sphere

RND 1: Make Magic Circle (6)
RND 2: 2 wst in each sc around (12)
RND 3: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next wst around (18)
RND 4: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next 2 wst around (24)
RND 5: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next 3 wst around (30)
RND 6-7: wst in each wst around (30)

Change to Black Yarn

RND 8: sc in each wst BLO around (30)
SL, cut 18” tail and pull through

White Yarn - Half Sphere

RND 1: Make Magic Circle (6)
RND 2: 2 wst in each sc around (12)
RND 3: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next wst around (18)
RND 4: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next 2 wst around (24)
RND 5: 2 wst in next wst, wst in next 3 wst around (30)
RND 6-7: wst in each wst around (30)
SL, cut short tail and pull through

ABREVIATIONS

sc - Single Crochet
sl - Slip Stitch

blo - Back Loop Only
wst - Waistcoat Stitch

WAISTCOAT STITCH

Insert hook into center (be-
tween V), pull yarn through, 

then pull through both loops to 
complete single crochet.

MAGIC CIRCLE

Step 1:
Lay the yarn tail from left to 
right across the top of your 

index finger, then loop the yarn 
once around four fingers, laying 

the working yarn behind the 
yarn tail. The working yarn will 

fall to the right and the tail will 
fall to the left

Step 2:
Loosen the loop from your 

fingers carefully, keeping the 
working yarn behind the yarn 
tail. Use the crochet hook to 

pull up a loop from the working 
yarn.

(Continued on Next Page)

POKEBALL

Lion Brand Hometown USA Tampa Spice (1)
Lion Brand Hometown USA Oakland Black (1)

Lion Brand Wool-Ease Fisherman (1)

Large Needle
G/6 - 4.25 MM Crochet Hook



White Yarn - Circle

RND 1: Make Magic Circle (6)
SL, cut short tail and pull through

Change to Black Yarn

Black Yarn

Insert into first SC of White Magic Circle
Chain One
RND 1: 2 sc in each sc BLO around
SL, cut 12” tail and pull through

Assembly

Line up finish off of Red/Black half circle and White 
half cricles, wrong sides together. Tuck tails of 
White and Red Yarn inside

Thread Black tail into needle and whip stitch back 
loop of Black stitches to the back loop of White 
stitches until 1” hole remains.
 
Stuff Pokeball

Whip stitch using same technique to connect both 
halves entirely, tie knot and pull remaining tail 
through ball to the opposite side. 
 
Snip remaining tail close to the Pokeball’s surface, 
so that when squeezed it pulls back into ball and 
stays hidden.

Pin Circle to front of Sphere, where the finish off of 
the Half Spheres are lined up.

Thread Black Tail of Circle into needle and stitch 
Circle onto Sphere. Tie knot behind Circle and pull 
remaining tail through ball to the opposite side. 

Snip remaining tail close to the Pokeball’s surface.

MAGIC CIRCLE 

Step 3:
Chain one stitch.

Step 4:
Work your single crochet in the ring 

around the ring and tail yarn. Sin-
gle crochet the desired number of 

stitches.

Step 5:
Pull tail yarn to cinch ring closed.


